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SCHEDULE THREE 

EXCLUSIVE AREAS  

Paragraph 5 

Native title comprises the rights and interests set out in paragraph 5 of the Determination in 

relation to the following land and waters (which areas are generally shown as shaded in green 

on the maps in Schedule Two): 

1. PL N49635 (Cardabia Station); 

2. PL N49969 (Towrana Station) (part), being that portion of PL N49969 not subject to Easement

48;

3. Reserve 22313 (Use and Benefit of Aboriginal Inhabitants) (part), being that portion of Reserve

22313 not subject to Historical Road 096;

4. Reserve 27778 (Use and Benefit of Aboriginal Inhabitants);

5. Reserve 37185 (Use and Benefit of Aboriginal Inhabitants);

6. Lease AB I428655 (Lease in perpetuity to Gulungoor Yammatji Aboriginal Corporation);

7. UCL 135 (Kennedy Range);

8. UCL 381 (Kennedy Range);

9. UCL 382 (Kennedy Range);

10. UCL 383 (Kennedy Range);

11. UCL 384 (Kennedy Range);

12. UCL 385 (Kennedy Range);

13. UCL 386 (Kennedy Range);

14. UCL 388 (Kennedy Range);
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15. UCL 394 (Kennedy Range); 

16. UCL 395 (Kennedy Range); 

17. UCL 396 (part) (Kennedy Range), being that portion of UCL 396 not subject to mining leases 

M0900109 and M0900018 and Historical Road 051; 

18. UCL 421 (part) (Giralia Landing), being all those land and waters commencing at the 

intersection of a northern boundary of Lot 167 as shown on Deposited Plan 238194 at 

Longitude 114.312203 East and extending south and westerly through the following coordinate 

points: 

Latitude (South) Longitude (East) 

22.457800 114.312203 

22.456490 114.290796 

Then northerly to the intersection of a northern boundary of again Lot 167 as shown on 

Deposited Plan 238194 at Longitude 114.292203 East; then generally easterly along the 

boundaries of that lot back to the commencement point; 

19. UCL 423 (part) (Corroboree Grounds), being all those land and waters within Lot 167 as 

shown on Deposited Plan 238194 enclosed by the following coordinate points: 

Latitude (South) Longitude (East) 

22.679191 114.392102 

22.678903 114.398002 

22.688353 114.397764 

22.688647 114.392192 

20.  UCL 442 (Kennedy Range); 

21. UCL 453 (part) (Mauds Landing), being all those land and waters commencing at the 

intersection of a northwestern boundary of Lot 57 as shown on Deposited Plan 220960 and 

Longitude 113.779284 East and extending south to the intersection of the northeastern boundary 

of  Road No 8397; then northwesterly along the boundary of that road to the intersection with a 

southeastern boundary of  Lot 56 as shown on Deposited Plan 220960; then northeasterly, 

northwesterly, southwesterly, generally northwesterly, again northeasterly, again northwesterly, 

again southwesterly, southeasterly, again southwesterly, southeasterly, again northeasterly, 

again southeasterly, again northeasterly, again northwesterly and again northeasterly along 
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boundaries of that lot to the intersection with again Road No 8397, then southeasterly along the 

boundary of that road to an intersection with Longitude 113.779284 East, then south and 

westerly through the following coordinate points:  

Latitude (South) Longitude (East) 

23.118549 113.779284 

23.118431 113.776322 

22. UCL 457 (Kennedy Range); 

23. UCL 504 (part), being all those land and waters commencing at the intersection of a western 

boundary of Lot 522 as shown on Deposited Plan 54946 and Latitude 23.049336 South and 

extending easterly and southwesterly through the following coordinate points: 

Latitude (South) Longitude (East) 

23.049361 113.825517 

23.051333 113.824408 

then westerly to the intersection of a western boundary of again Lot 522 as shown on Deposited 

Plan 54946 and Latitude 23.051260 South; then generally northerly and generally northeasterly 

along the boundaries of that lot back to the commencement point; 

24. UCL 504 (part) (Oyster Bridge), being all those land and waters commencing at the 

intersection of a western boundary of Lot 522 as shown on Deposited Plan 54946 and Latitude 

23.068874 South; then extending southerly to coordinate point Latitude 23.070175 South 

Longitude 113.817305 East; then southwesterly to the intersection of a western boundary of 

again Lot 522 as shown on Deposited Plan 054946 and Latitude 23.071648 South; then 

generally northwesterly and generally northeasterly along the boundaries of that lot back to the 

commencement point. 

25. UCL 723 (part) (Bibbawarra Bore), being that portion of UCL 723 not subject to  mining 

leases M090008 and, M0900090, miscellaneous licence L0900057 and Historical Road 037; 

26. UCL 724 (Bibbawarra Bore); 

27. UCL 730 (Kennedy Range); 

28. UCL 753 (part), being all those land and waters commencing at the intersection of a western 

boundary of Lot 711 as shown on Deposited Plan 405551 and Latitude 23.209513 South and 

extending southeasterly and generally southerly through the following coordinate points: 
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Latitude (South) Longitude (East) 

23.213558 113.778906 

23.219247 113.778567 

23.223842 113.777133 

Then generally southwesterly to the intersection of a western boundary of again Lot 711 as 

shown on Deposited Plan 405551 and Latitude 23.226555 South; then generally northerly along 

the boundary of that Lot back to the commencement point; 

29. UCL 758 (part), being all those land and waters commencing at the intersection of a western

boundary of Lot 714 as shown on Deposited Plan 405551 and Latitude 23.518274 South and

extending southeasterly to the intersection of an eastern boundary of that lot and Longitude

113.762940 East; then generally southwesterly along the boundary of that lot to the intersection

of Longitude 113.750876 East; then northwesterly to the intersection of a western boundary of

again Lot 714 as shown on Deposited Plan 405551 and Longitude 113.749616 East; then

generally northeasterly along the boundary of that Lot back to the commencement point; and

30. UCL 769 (part), being all those land and waters commencing at the intersection of a western

boundary of Lot 526 as shown on Deposited Plan 407153 at Latitude 23.174453 South and

extending generally southeasterly through the following coordinate points:

Latitude (South) Longitude (East) 

23.176817 113.766256 

23.178953 113.766994 

23.183319 113.772433 

23.188664 113.774372 

Note: Geographic Coordinates provided in Decimal Degrees. 

All referenced Deposited Plans and Diagrams are held by the Western Australian Land 

Information Authority, trading as Landgate. 

Cadastral boundaries sourced from Landgate’s Spatial Cadastral Database dated 02 January 

2018. 

Datum: Geocentric Datum of Australia 1994 (GDA94) 

Prepared By: Graphic Services (Landgate) 12 November 2019 

Use of Coordinates: 

Where coordinates are used within the description to represent cadastral or topographical boundaries or the 

intersection with such, they are intended as a guide only. As an outcome to the custodians of cadastral and 
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topographic data continuously recalculating the geographic position of their data based on improved survey and 

data maintenance procedures, it is not possible to accurately define such a position other than by detailed ground 

survey. 
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